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Imagine yourself behind the wheel of a Porsche 911 GT2 Twin-Turbo Coupe! Here are the cars

most of us just dream about â€” sleek, fast, fabulous machines that cost a small fortune! Thirty

precisely and accurately rendered illustrations portray the legendary luxury cars that race through

our imaginations: Mercedes-Benz SLR McLaren Coupe, BMW Z8 Convertible, Maserati Spyder

2-door Convertible/Roadster, Rolls-Royce Phantom 4-door Sedan, Jaguar XJ220, Bugatti EB 110S

2-door Coupe,Â and other automotive marvels.Detailed captions provide specs and other

information (including top speed and acceleration time). And they come in any colors you choose to

make them!
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An award-winning artist, writer, and graphic designer, Bruce LaFontaine specializes in books about

history, science, transportation, and architecture. Bruce has written and illustrated 70 Dover titles,

and his work has appeared in Scientific American, The Wall Street Journal, and other prominent

publications.

Do you love adult coloring? If so this is great buy for your husband or any older male. I color



frequently but my husband didn't want to color flowers and feminine things. So I went on the search

for something he would enjoy. He loves it! The pages are so detailed not only with cars but also the

background with trees, mountains, homes, and people. I'm so glad I found this and we have a

hobby we can share together! He really enjoys it which was a pleasant surprise for me. I'm even

considering purchasing one for my dad because he loves cars! The pictures have turned out so

good. I was expecting a some what cheesy book nothing fancy. It was very surprising with all it has

to offer.

A while back my boyfriend mentioned that he would like to color too. Time between things atbthe

office would be more enjoyable. I didn't want to just get him any coloring book, I wanted it to be one

he may enjoy. He likes cars so when I saw this I was very excited!I purchased this to go with his

gifts for Christmas. The art work is well done, almost like colorless pictures, with full backgrounds

and everything. The paper was very nice as well.One thing he mentioned was a need for fine point

pencils as he said some details were more difficult with the crayola twist up pencils I also purchased

for him.

Love the designs/art....but the paper is wafer thin. Even using pencils and not markers, it bled

through to the next page. Too bad as i love the cars featured within.Upgrade to higher quality

paper...and i'll be back!

Not your average coloring book. Nice enough to appeal to the 4 year old nephew while entertaining

the 8 year old as well. Has historical info. Can't go wrong with price point. Either way, would buy

again. Nephew approved. Wallet approved.

I purchased several Dover coloring books by Bruce LaFontaine for my adult son and he enjoys

coloring these classy cars.I also print his favorite cars so that he can color them several times. I

have shopped around and can only find coloringbooks for children. I was happy to find the Dover

coloring books suitable for adults.

Once i started I knew that the ink would show through but I wanted the sheen from the ink. I have

ordered another to photograph and print each time i want to change the color of the vehicle.

Color pages are on both sides so if you use gel pens it will bleed to back of page. I like to have only



one side to color.

I bought this book as a gift for my artistic gearhead fiance and he absolutely loves it!! The picture

quality is great and he loves the information about the various cars at the bottom of each page. I

couldn't be happier with this product!
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